
C A S E  S T U D Y

Top 5 Online Travel Agency Outsmarts Fraudsters 
with Fraud.net Enterprise Fraud Prevention Platform

For an Enterprise OTA Client, our Fraud Prevention 
Solution reduced fraud, increased approvals, and 
enabled market expansion into higher risk regions.

Our Client is one of the world’s top 5 online travel agencies 
(OTAs), with $billions in annual bookings for travel in over 
200 countries. They partner with hundreds of airlines and car 
rental companies, along with hundreds of thousands of hotels 
globally, to serve millions of online visitors every day.

Online travel is a hypercompetitive, relatively low margin 
business. Meanwhile, according to Global Banking & Finance 
Review, fraudulent attacks on travel industry intermediaries 
are approaching $25 billion annually and continuing to rise.

C H A L L E N G E

Our new client faced 4 challenges:

(1)  Higher number and sophistication of fraud attempts

(2)  A corresponding increase in the case management workload

(3)  Inability to expand into geographies with high incidence of fraud

(4)  Relevant 3rd Party Data was housed in disparate silos and apps

Our client sought a solution that would help them more 
accurately assess risk, approve more orders, reduce the 
number of case reviews, and reduce fraud. They also wanted 
a single point of access for their historical customer data, 
housed in disparate silos, and for their existing investments in 
3rd party data sources.

A T  A  G L A N C E

Enterprise Online Travel Agency

▪	$Billions in annual revenue

▪ Air travel and hotels in over 200 countries

▪ Partner with hundreds of airlines and car rentals

▪ Partner with hundreds of thousands of hotels

▪ Over 1mm site visitors daily

With fraud threats increasing in the industry, 
we knew it was time to upgrade to a modern 
fraud detection system with a robust client data 
network and machine learning algorithms. We 
also wanted to continue using our previous 
investments in anti-fraud solutions and data.

Sales increased $100mm
from market expansion 

Fraud Declined 30%
within 90 days

90% of Insider Threats 
eliminated 

Manual Review time 
reduced by 10%

$100
mm

30% 90% 10%
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S O L U T I O N

Fraud.net Enterprise Fraud Detection Platform enriches 
transaction data with thousands of data fields from a growing 
archive of billions of transactions. Transactions are then 
evaluated by machine-learning algorithms to detect anomalies 
and assign a fraud risk score.

The Fraud Case Management Platform’s Decision Engine applies 
custom decision rules to both the Fraud Risk Score and to 
3rd party data to generate a decision. Fraud analysts review 
rejected transactions within the platform, with access to all 
Fraud.net and 3rd party data.

The Client gains deeper insights via the Fraud.net Data Mining 
and Visualization Platform, an advanced business intelligence 
tool purpose-built for fraud analysis.
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R E S U L T S

Our Client achieved significant improvements within 90 days:

▪	Fraud.net accurately scored over 99% of client transaction

▪	Overall fraud declined 30%, driven by accurate Fraud Risk 
Scores from our Fraud Detection Platform

▪	Approval rates increased 10%, with fewer false positives

▪	Insider threats decreased 90%, driven by machine learning 
algorithms comparing agent-level behaviors and outcomes

▪	Market expansion was now possible, generating 
$100mm after leveraging advanced data mining and 
visualization to root out bad actors in target regions

▪	Case loads declined and manual reviews were faster, 
driven by fewer false positives and the integration of client, 
3rd party, and Fraud.net data in one portal.

U N I Q U E  F E A T U R E S  &  B E N E F I T S

▪	Data Integration – The only fraud solution provider that 
unifies client data silos with Fraud.net and 3rd party sources

▪	Advanced Fraud Intelligence – The only fraud solution 
provider with advanced data mining and visualization for 
fraud forensics and rule building

▪	Modular Architecture – Developed for rapid customization 
and off-the-shelf ability to integrate any and all fraud 
solutions with client tech stacks

▪	Collective Intelligence Network – A growing archive of 
billions of Enterprise Client transaction outcomes

Fraud.net’s solutions and teams far surpassed 
our expectations, delivering tangible value 
within 90 days. We gained $100mm in new 
sales, reduced fraud by 30%, and enabled our 
team to operate more effectively and efficiently. 
Their platform is indispensable. And their 3rd 

party data integration simplified reviews, 
leading to valuable savings in time and money. 
Their expertise is unmatched.
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Data Enrichment
Collective Intelligence Network

▪	Targets 600+ unique fraud schemes 

▪	Algorithms built with machine learning

▪	Adaptive risk score learns from decisions

▪	300ms response time
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